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 <->

Breakdown of linear pert. theory!
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Feynman propagator for minisuperspace of gravity and a scalar field:

Hard to solve in general 
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Solving the path integral

Decoupled EoM -> Solveable

Derivatives are quadratic

Can now solve the path integrals over x and y exactly to be left with a 

single integral over the lapse (here I ignore prefactors for simplicity)
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Solving the path integral

four saddle points to the N integral
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An example
Cosh potential

Boundary conditions: a(0) = 11, ɸ(0) =1/10, a(1) = 33, ɸ(1) = ½

Four real saddle points with two contributing to the integral

But recall the action:

 This is also real -> classical evolution

How can this be?



An example
Look at saddle point geometry:

Scalar field already has large kinetic energy in the beginning
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Region IV -> two relevant real saddle points
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Two saddle points contribute?
Test case: classical evolution during inflation

Now increase σ and choose inflationary momenta

-> Stokes phenomenon

only one saddle contributes



Geometry of remaining saddle?
Test case: classical evolution during inflation

Saddle point geometry
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Saddle point geometry

Saddle fulfills criteria for momenta but shifts 
position to simply roll classically!
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Implications

SREI cannot be accurately described by perturbation theory

Convolved Feynman propagator seems pick out the appropriate physical situation

There are no SREI saddle points for our model

Quantum transitions during inflation are highly suppressed

No eternal inflation


